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FIVE HUNDRED MEN
GET MORE MONEY
Extra Hour Added in [Acorn°
tive Department
Payroll of Shops Increased $6.720
Each Month By Order.Just Put
In Meet.

•

•
WOODWORKERS

4

HAVE

HOPES.

PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING. FEB
RUARY 5. 1907.
FIGHT STRIKERS.
Ashtabula, Ohio, Feb. 5.—
Men employed by the Pittsburg
Construction company fought
fiercely with strikers this morning. Gum, clubs and knives were
used. At the conclusion of the
battle one man was dead on the
ground. The attacking party
was said to be strikers, armed
with guns and clubs. After the
onslaught the attacking party
fled. The dead man IN supposed
to be Gemini!' Butler, one of the
attacking party.
FROZEN TO DEATH.
Biarruirk, N. D., Fete 5.— da.
report from Goodrich is to the
effect that an unknown woman
and five children were frozen to
death there last night.

INTO ICY RIVER
WOMAN IS THROWN

Alienist Believes Defendant Is
Lunatic

In.J. H. Noffiett is Almost
Drowned in the Ohio

Counsel Says They Will Prove Hi
Was Guided By Hallucination
in Killing White,

WITNESSES

EXAMINED

steam Supply of Scotia Gives Out and
She Seines Against Gent's
Show Boat,

TODAY
ItEsCUED AS

Over 50e employee of the Illinois
Central encornetive department were
SHOOTS OFFICER.
made happy this morning by the postJacksme Mich., Feb. 5. —
ing of a buitietie announcing an inPlaint' Lewis, a patrolman, shot
crease in working 'hours. It means
and killed Police Captain Holzan increase of $6,720 for the entire
pal today. There is no known
force per month.
motive for the deed. Lewis has
Beginning today the entire locobeen on the force eleven years
motive department force, takheg in
and has a good record. Fellow
the machine ehrops, boiler shops,
officers heard the shot and grapblaeksmith shops and round house,
pled with Lewis, who acted like
works le 'hours a day iestead of
a maniac.
borne, the working clay Willett has obtained the east several months. The
here, veil work intim 7 o'clock in the
morning to noon, and 1 to 6 o'clock
in the afternoon. Thie affects the
machinists, blacksmiths, bolermkerv
and their helpers.
A be:leen inerea.aing the working
dy in the wood working department
is expected before February is over. Identity of Dead Man. Motive
The eerie dawn and late dusk make
Ft possible to work longer in the .of Murder and origin of Fire
ehope, and the vast amount of work
Obscured in Uncertainty—
makes e reicesioary to utilize the limit
Fire Marshal There
of Li11344.

MAYFIELD FIRE
STILL MYSTERY

CHARITY CLUB IS NOT THE SOLDIERS
SAYS SERGEANT
CARING FOR POOR

•

I, 0

SHE

IS SINKING.

New York, Feb. 5.—The state laid
its case against Harry K. Thaw toLOss of control of the towboat
day—a plain emotional story of the
Scotia through fallure of the ateani
supple caused that boat to swing a
shooting of Stanford White—leaving
malice and the motive to be inferred
barge she bad in tow against F. Gent's
showboat at the foot of Jefferson
from the act and the defense replied
with a plea of hereditary insanity. It
street lest night at 7 o'clock, and
was asserted that Thaw in 'haying
knocked M•rs. J. le Nofflett off the
showboat into the river. Her husband
V.
believed he was acting as an
saw the accident and with the assista tent of providence teat the real oi
ant* of his one-armed brother, Boyne
tancied wrongs committed against
Nofflett, succeeded in rescuing Mrs.
him by the architect and the former
Noffiett from the river after she went
friend of his wife. had boiled and
under the second time.
bubbled In his brain until at last
Fortunately
there came an impulse to kill. When
Mrs. Noillett was
knocked off between the boat and
the deed was done Thaw made no
the shore, and where the river was
move to escape its consequences,but
only five feet deep. But her heavy
holding the fatal revolver aloft he
ctiothe9 made it imposatble for her
stood as if mutely proclaiming to the
to
regain her feet after see had eaten
world: "The deed is done; it was
In and she wonted) luxe drowned it
right; It was not wrong."
assistance had riot been at band.
Thus Thaw's counsel outlined he
It was while Mrs. Noffiett was mincase to the jury after the prosecuing aboard the show boat that the action had ocaupied less than twu
cident occurred. Jute as she reached
hours in relating, through eye-witthe end of the plank near the
THAW KISSING HIS MOTHER 0001)15e,
nesses, the narrative of the tragedy.
boat,
MRS. HARRY K. THAW AN INTERESTED
SPECTATOR. the heavy barge comeletele
"You will 'hear the story of this
out of
SCENES AT THE TRIAL OF HARRY K. THAW FOR
STANFO
RD WHITE'S MURDER.
control swung against the other
man's insanity," Attorney Gleason
side
.tar- of the shewboa
R()AD.M.eSTER, HERE
t and Mrs. Neffiett
for the defense promised the jury
FOUL PLAY, ACCIDENT, SUICIDE? "from his
%Vet
precipitated into the river with
mother, his Wife, his relaExpects Order!. for New Coal Mate
LOC.VL OPTION FIGHT.
dizzy suddenness.
tives and his physiteans. You will
Her screems
in Short Time.
brought, her husband to the edge of
Fort Worth, Feb. 5.—State
judge him. lie
'acts, by hereditary
the boat and his trnotber Boyne,
rangers will be sent to WinnsMayfield, Ky., Feb. 5.—(Special.) and the stress whteh entered into
Mr. A. F. Beis.s, road master of the
boro on account of trouble in the
though one-armed, sprang into the
his
madness
and
,
when
you
come
tc
—After
24 hours spent in investigatLouisville division of the Illinois
river and with earth tholeing one Hide
enforcement of the local option
Judge him you will say to yourself
Cantrell, is in Paducah today looking ing the fire at Parker's boarding
of Mrs, NotEett she was putted onto
law. In a pistol fight over the
that
his
act
may
be
one
insanity,
of
house
Sunday
night, in which a
after the coat ceute situation. He
matter three men were killed
the boat. In rushing to his wife's
but it was not crime."
stated that he dose not know were stranger. whose name is supposed to
and one fatally wounded.
rescue,'J. H. Noffiett half felt on ben
Tnat
be
Ddyle,
Thaw's
was
wife was to be one Boston. New York and Wash- ,
killed, the authorities
orders to build a new coal chete will
Superintendent Lieb Will Sim- shoving her completely under the
arrive, lett espeets mine decierion at are no nearer a solutien of the mys- of his most important witnesses ear
water again.
iugton
Snowli
ound.
and
Suftery
tong
of
been
the
known:
origin
CALLA
that his mother'
of the fire and the
IT CiLlelle.
once. The engines here are being
ply Refrain From Applying The agues of hie 4•00idalit
410,
fering and Inconvenience
Carson, Neve F'eb.5—The legcoaled by hand. They are run 011 dead maa's identity than before. All Mrs. William Thaw, was to take the
failure of tee steam supply of the
to
Succeed
theories
stand
filimse
only
llas
became
Doyle's
to
Truste
known
identity so far
es towboat Scot is,
positively
islature passed a joint resollnsittings next to loaded Mail Mrs and
which was handling
Result From Cold
,tion declaring it a crime for any
a large tome of negroeii is kept eon- have been diaproven, by the parties when the court announced the rule
Meet
Tonigh
bargee for the West Kentucky Coal
t
whom
excludin
he
g
was
from
supposed
the
court
room al:
to be reportstand) employed- filling tenders. This
legislator or state official to ride
corn pony, Aceording to the Fileotia's
witnesses save the experts. Tittle's
wire be continued mall tee locomo- ing alive and well.
on a railroad pass or accept a reofficers, the machinery allows the
The murder theory is still clung to Mother, wife and May McKenzie left TRAIN SCHEDULES ARE UPSET.
duced rate.
tive crane arrives.
TERM REPORT NOT COMPLETE. steam to eseape and at a critical dine,
by some, but no motive has been die the court room upon hearing the orthe supply compieteity mere out. The
covered, and no arrests probably will der.
REHKOPF BUGGY CO
pilot could do nothing with the boat.
GRAIN
MARKET
.
Thaw
seemed dejected. During the
be made. State Fire Marsha: Mott
And the momentum and current of
Washing
ton,
Feb;
5.--.-The
capitol
Cincinnati, Feb. 5.— Wheat.,
The school board will meet tonight
Incorporated With Capital Stock of Ayers and his attorney, Clem Walt- opening address by Gleason in which is
the river swung the barge against die
being visited by the worst storm
he
In regular session. There is mud.
entered the defense of insanity,
77 1-2; corn, 47; oats, 43.
temore, are in Maylield and are work
$10,000.
showboat, Mr. Nortlett said that the
ince the famous lekluerd of '99. For
routine business to truneact. Supering hard. The coroner will not hold Thaw sat with flashed cheeks whichn :welve
officers on the Scotia, were.
hours
it allowed steatite.. The
prompt le
at
times
intendent C. M. Lieb will read a rewere burled in his hands,
'Articles of incorporation of toe an inquest until all the evidence
coming to their assistance when they
eround is covered to s, depth of eight
and
with
for
eyes
Port
Ctitii
the
down
first
upon
term's
the
possible
tawork,
to secure is in.
John G. Rehkopf Buggy company
which heard Mrs. Noffiett
inches. last night President Roosescream.
will be encouraging. The work has
ble. He seldom looked up, just a
were tiled in county court this mornMarks on the man indicate murIn view of Mrs. eaofilete's delicate
velt, unaccemeanied, took a temp of
been excellent as wie show by the
ing. The incorporators with the der, but he might have committed fleeting glance now and then at the four miles through
condition, the result of the cold
the stem.
promotions the end of the diet term.
amount of stock held by each follow: suicide or sustained Injuries in fall- man who was making the Initial
plunge may be serious. She was ire
It was expected that Prof. Lieb
John G. Reakopf, 94; Earl Walters ing two stories with the 'building. plea for his life and freedom. Never
dispoaed this morning •and may hare
New
In
Yost.
%triad
once
tender
did
his
eyes go to the jury box.
his resignation to the
Seas, Jones, 3. The capital stock The dead was was In an interior
to go to bed. Mr. Iendlett said that
New York, Feb. 5.—New York Is
board or rattier express himself as
Wife to Tell of Relations.
Iv fixed at $10,000, divided into 100 room with no window. He was drunk
the damage done by -the sccident
snowbound today by the worst storm Mayor Yeiser
not
being
an
appecut for reelection, would
Resents Remark
Thaw's counsel told the story of
shares of $100 each. The nature of and may have set the building on
be Insignificant if Mrs. Not
of the winter. A blizzard is stilt ragbet he will not do so. His contract
the prisoner's love for the girl 'he
the business Is dealing in harness fire accidentally.
experienced no bad' reetlIts.
Allege
d
to
ing. Traffic Is emote at a standstill,
Have
Been
Made
expel*
in
Septemb
er and presumes
was to make his wife and that when
and piggies..
except on the subways Some porAgainst His Officers By a the board wil Oect a suecesetir when
he asked her to marry him she retions of the fifty ere PriectioaRY tee
it is found biedoes not make applica- WHITE & SIRE. SELL
fused. "The reason for this refusal
off from communication
Saloon
keeper
STORE TO C. D. BOBBINS
Accident
s,
tion.
you will bear from her lips," anwith deaths in numerous eases, acThere
ere
'many
applicants for the
nounced Gleason, "suffice it to say
C. D. Dobbins. of Kuttawa, has
sompanied the seem
position, and tonight the matter is
that the reason had to do with an inacquired the White & Sink dry goods
expected
to
MAY
BE
CALLED
conic
up
DEFORE
for
cident iu her life with reference to
BOARD.
discussion.
Boston Snowbound.
It is reported that a member of the store at 314 Broadway. The store
Stanford White."
Boston, Feb. 5 —The worst snow
High school faculty has announced aid been under the direct manageTaus laying the ground for a plea storm is Mating
throughout New }Linghe
candidacy- for superintendent. ment of Mr. W. J. White, but the
Washington, Feb. 5.— -Reports of insanity, the defendant's lawyer
A remark said to 'nave been made From
'and. in Boston snow is a half fore
indications the board will con- confinement was too much. He witi
Tirenty orders for fuel and' nearly sounded like those from Winchest
ers; declared that a brain disease had on the levet. All eueurbe
n trolley In the presence of a newspaper re- eider all arreicants, but a committee be general manager for western
as many for teed, is the recorh for and nix shooters,"
staid Sergeant Har- laid hold of Thew three or four !Ines are tied
Eentecky of-the Fidelity Mutual Life
up. No • trains from porter last night may lead to an In- wilt investigate before making
the past two days for the Charity ris, formerly of the Twenty-f
a. revifth in- Years 1140. Gleason said. "we will not New York arrived this
vestigation, Mayor D. A. Yelseretnak- ommendt
Insurance company, of Philadelphia.
morning.
The
ion.
club. Secretary Jap Toner nas been fantry, in describing before the sen- base our, plea upon
a single act it will teemed shoes no signs
Mr. Dobbins operates several stores
of abetting. leg the suggestion this morning to
kept busy since the cOld weather ar- ate military committee today,
Miss
Mabel Roberts will make a
the be shoveliehere was insanity on both
Chief of Police James Collins and Poin western Kentucky, and will conrival and this morning up until shouting at Brownsville, Texas.
He sides of tne defentlant's family."
lice Commissioner John Bonds In request for a month's leave of ab- vert the White & Birk place
Trate. Tied
Into a
noon had received over eight apple seemed confident the shots did not
sence. She Is a tearher of the first
It was asserted that Thaw labored
Chief
Collins' office.
tereago
railroads. street ears, teledepartment store.
cations for fuel and food.
grade at the Franklin building and
come from Springfield , rifles meth under a delusion that his life was
Phone and telegraph service for 104)
Last night J. D. Overstreet applied one
There are about 12 families all which the solitkiens were equipped
of the best of the entire corps.
. He always In danger when -he was in miles around Oeleago are
eeriousey for a saloon license on North Regath She has
told who have to be kept by the Positavela denied knowledge
been off duty. for two weeks, GOOD GOVERNMENT MAN
of a con- New York city and
believed that Impeded by the heevy meow hi* thtla He kali' been fined for
seeing sie etre to likiese,
club." Mr. Toner said. "Most of spiracy of silence.
CHARGED WITH BIGAMY
and desires a therrougb
threats had been made to kill him. newton generally prevalen
t theough- Sunday. He is alleged to have made
theme are widows with families. In
rest. The board wie doubtless event
This accounted for the fact that out the country from Boston to Ne- the statemen
t that the reason he was -her'
County Clerk Hiram Smedley yessome instances they are families
reqame.
since January. 1504. he had carried bramka. Trains are tied
BRUTAL BEATING.
up for hours convicted was that two polkemen
•terday received a letter from Hubert
where a boy or girl works but can
a pistol: He had placed In his over- In Minnesota end Wielonsin.
turd sent negroea into his sateen to
N. Wax. prosecuting ettorney at Benot earn enough for all. In each
Administered to George Hall, of coat pocket toe night he went to
buy whisky so they would have evi- RACK TO LOFTSVILLE
ton Rouge, La., asking for a certifiease there Is sickness."
Madisos Square Roof Garden. There mi,;.tirs MAN TO EXTORT
FROM PENITENTIARY
106.3 North Sixth Street.
MONEY. dence against him for prosecution.
cate of the marriage of George F
he turned suddenly and saw what he
Mike
Joyce
was dIscaarged this Gammen
Overstreet is claimed to have made
PUBLIC LIBRARY BOARD
to Nellie Love. It was furthought was a demon glowing at Turkish Official Gets
Interest In Busi- the assertion teat the policemen morning from the Eddyville state nished him. Gammon
Investigation is
being made a
WILL ELECT TONIGHT.
is accused of
ness by Use of Rod.
brutal beatieg, alleged to have bee
took this means of revenge because prison after *treeing one year In the flaying asveral wives, and
Wax Is
penitenti
ary
for
Impulse
That
stealing brags. He preparin
of Insane Man.
he refused to furnish them free
At the register meeting of toe board administered to George Hall, a sick
g to prosecute him for big
was
sent
up
from
Constant
inople,
Paducah
Feb.
5.—The
and
the
man,
The
impiese
home,
drinks
his
at
sul1063 North Sixth
came. He felt that to
of whisky.
Amy. Gammon Is a Paducah boy, and
of trustees Of the ptiMie library tofirst place be made for on leaving
night °Mears will he elected for the street. Hall's foot was crushed at kill White would he an act of provi- tan ens ordered an investigation of
former "Good Government League"
"If Overstreet made such a statethe prison was Paducah and the
onstriug year.
E
worker.
W. Bashy. the the marine ways many months ago dence, and so believing, he wet de- the (^hereof; zgainet Fehmi Prattle., ment," Mayer Teller declared, "I
county jail where he renewed acpreelalent, probable will be re-elected. and he has been laid up most or the liberately about his task. It was the chief of the palace police and a favor- shall have the policemen up before
quaintance with Jailer Jim Raker
time. In a tient Satorday night he work of an insane mare Gleason de- ite of the ruler. Fehmi Pasha recent- use and make Overstreet
FRACTKRES RIGHT HIP
prove It. I and Turnkey
Bird Howie. Fie is en
jaw 'bone was broken and hie face clared, the result of the delusions of ly Inerresenert the proprietor of a few- think If policemen did do such
More Anti-Canteen Crime.
BY FALLING OVER 110P
a route to Louisvill
e. Ky., where he
est neer elate() anal ramrod trim to thing
disordered brain,
Mite, ia , Feb. 5.—In a drunken and body terribly bruised.
that Overstreet should be
•
!gays he lives.
be beaten freqtrenely until he agreed made
brawl today Ross Fry was seriously
Insanity Expert.
Mrs. Emma Holt. of Wooderard ay.
to romp before the beard mid
a
to give bia teeter en per cent of his
knifed atxmt the head and face. Worcane, Is in RIvereide tempesi suffer
state it openly, giving names of the
'New York, Feb. fi ---Dr. Wiley, an
profits. In atreorderre* with the
ley Hsrdeety. released recently from
ing from s• fracture of the right hip.
policemen, and t them the policeinsanity Speelalist from the Dixon inagreement, Fettle Pasha seized a
Thee. Its only one kind of a
Fort Madison penitentiary. Was arShe tripped over a mop Wells workmen Mould see that they are Pluto
sane asylum at Pittsburg. was the
.t:
air
rh otesu
imbie":r.firke
boundinfotrill
of etnoit
etattinh_ nest erated from
new•paper circulation ataternamt
rested eharged, with the rutting.
levet her home, and tell. She la 55
first witness in the trial today. 'He
any such charge or
lostr and conAl-EITHER
that is wortfi any conaideration
yaws old.
testified that a man who acted as
tinued
r
e
f
l
c
t
i
o
n
"
cold
tonight,
•
heel-miles
etnermay, and as ,a result of Protegee
Taken to Jail.
and that 14 the daily detailed
Thaw did before and after the shoot. It Is stated that the matter will be
threaten
ing
U'ellnes
day
with
HaCrow the embassy the sultan ordered
MRFOr Elllthrone
was taken t,k
statement. The eon I. the only
Accideutally Mho* Rmiaelf.
ing of White. nerlouhtedly was Inbig feffirerritere. The
Investigated at once by the board of
the Inquiry
levered* 110erytt41 am-oral deare age
Peducali paper printing such a sane,In his opinion
Carl Terrell,. of North Eighth
temperature yesterday was Bei
pollee commissioners.
Thaw did not
for trestmerit farr *Wirt= trerneees,
statement.
street, accidentally shot himself In
know he had comoilttees wrought! Inavhig fm." of his
lowest today, 10.
answers taken
the nsornIng was removed to the
the left lag with a phstol this afteract. District Paton* Jerome crate- from the court .yererd
The
sorieta
fleet
temperren
notwiths
te•
tandWes
tountY Jail.
noon. Dre. J. W. Peed*, and B, T.
examined the witneite. succeeding In ing objections of the defense.
orgatilsed In 180R.
Hall removed the bullet,

'WILL NOT RESIGN
TO SCHOOL BOARD

TO INVESTIGATE
POLICE CONDUCT

•a

10 CENTS PER WEEK

INSANITY EXPERT
IN THAW CASE

BLIZZARD RAGES
ALONG ATLANTIC

4

n.

r %GE

TWO,

TIM rA1Y17CAll EVENDK.4

MeKentucky DRIVING FINISH
IN SMOOT'S CASE
BOTH PHONES 548.

TO=NIGHT

Certain relief

used to be.

and usually complete recovery

Former Senator Kearns

Corn-

lug With Delegation

Casino -musing'

Hope, rest, fresh

air, and —ScoteJ

Emulsion.

1.;

Old Axiom Is Demonstrated
When Fowler Leaves

ALL DRUGGISTS; 50e. AND $1.00.

Comedy Success;
WilI Inaugurate Eleventh Hour So.
teal Cumiesign Against the
elormon Senator.

The Social Whirl;
Direct from its all summer run at
the New York Casino, with its
big Ofist and production.

FAINT HEART AND
FAIR LADY AGAIN

will result from the following treatment:

SA IA S. AND LEE SHUBERT
IN COP POIRATED

Offer the New York

Consumption is less deadly than it

firDiDAY, FEBRUARY 3.

AKE OLD POLITICAL

ENEMIES

Some of the Big Work W. J. Oliver
Has Done Building Great Railroads

Couple Register at New Richmond
Remise But Back Down From
Gretna Green Trip.

ETUIIN

TO

THEIR

Here's A
Winner!

FAMILIES

Company ot 80. Chorus of 60

Washington, February 5.— There OLIVER'S WORK.....
Bangs association meet all the other
.
Faint heart lost a fair lady for a
will be a driving finial In the Smoot
It was wisdom on the part onite conditions of the -contract and be Outlt ‘ who registered as C. Tabbard,
case on February 20, the date agreed Isthmian canal commission to decide awarded it, as dfspatebes from Wash- oC
This cigar makes a hit with
elechaniesbarg, this
morning
Upon for the vote, Senator Smoot to let by contract the work of con- ington reflect a
belief will be done when at toe time cmf cnifw vbgkk
nine
out of every ten smokers
Of Ross 6 Fenton.
stated in open senate there Is no one structing the Panama canal, and that within a few
when as the time approached for the
days.
who
it.
try
Songs that are Catchy, songs that more anxious than he to secure a vote wisdom has been emphasized
The announcement of the opening Dick Fowler to leave came, his dein the
are tuneful, songs 'that are a and Senator Burroughs aiso says the demonstration of the commissipn'e of the bids
is a distinct advance to- ternitnetitin to wed Lillie Farquahr
novelty, songs that start your feet same thing. Between these two rests ability te secure the loweat
bid for ward the completton of the Isthmian also of Mechanicsburg, melted, and
pattering.
the point as to whether a vote will the work from an association headed Canal.
the two went back to tneir homes
PRICES
be taken.
by William J. Oliver of Knoxville,
still in, the state of single-blessedEntire orchestra
$1.50
Within the past two weeks, and Tenn. Says the Manufacturer's Recness. And thereby hangs a tale.
Balcony.--.............
50c, 75c, $1 00
particulatey since Senator Hopkins ord. Mr. Oliver, who is just about
Last night shortly after supper,the
Gallery .....
.......
23c, 35C
and Sutherland
have
delivered 40 years of age, has had 20 years' exyoung man, appearing to be under
speeches in behalf of Smoot, the lat- perience in large construction work,
has a ripe, mellow flavor and mild, delightful aroma
his majority, and the still more
ter's stock seems to have risen, and in which he has gained repute as
youtnful young lady, registered at
that give general satisfaction; and the longer you
his adherents claim that he has at never attempting anything which
earlta
15
the New Richmond House, and exsmoke COLLEGE DAYS.the more enjo—able you
least 70 votes in his favor, which he does not thoroughly comprehend
pressed their determination to go to
find its blend.
Manager Roberts has adopted the
fact is responsible 4or the Micnigan in every detail, and has had to deal
Metropolis this morning to marry.
pan
now
citeffect
In
Our great, co-operative union of 2,000 National
in
larger
the
senator delaying the vote.
with conditions of climate and labor,
They engaged separate rooms.
However within the next few eminently qualifying him to cope suc- ies of mot seating the late corners to
Cigar
Stands enables us to produce at lower cost
This morning another young couWalter N. Laurence
days former Senator Kearns of Utah, cessfully w!th conditions at Panama. a performance during an act. The ple from Kuttawa,
and sell at lower prices than ever offered before.
Miss Leona Cash
themultemIllionalre who wasSmoot's While his associate, Mr. Anson M. curtain will hereafter rise at 8:30 in- and Bobbie Steele,
Presents
she of 18 and ne
colleague for a brief time in the sen- Bangs, is widely known as being es- stead of 8:15 o'clock, as hat been the of 21. registered at
Tba bast cigars are now Bold in the 2,000 Drug Stores VIM*
the New Richcustom
for the Pest few weeks, and
ate, will arrive here .wite a large pecially familiar with lock and dam
thailational Cigar Stands Emblem in the window..
mond for breakfast. They tao, were
delegation of citizens of Utah, and construction, having completed dur- no one -will be seated until after the going to Metropolis
W. B. MerPHF.RSON, 835 Broadway,
to marry.
To
by missionary work among the mem- ing the past 10 years for the United firet act, if they come in during the the anxious
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
inquiries of the first ine
D
.
e
bn
eems oafs the ye naytnetsew ia
l ls trhye tp
.J.bD.IIACON, Eleventh and Jackson Streets.
o I n flbtliy- States Government the ship lock at net.
tended husband, how he could find
J. C. GILBERT, 1648 Meyers Street.
many
Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.. costing $2,'Squire Liggett and make tne necesPETTIT'S RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts,
"Social Whirl" Tonight,
can against his former colleague. 500,000: Delaware breakwater, 1,sary arrangements for marrying in
JAMES P. SLEETIL 904 Broadway.
Laughable complioations resulting
This delegation left Salt Lake some 500,000 tons of deposit. $2,500,000,
Metropolis, Colonel Dale, the genial
time ago, when It appeared that a and Buffalo breakwater 1,250,000 from a too profuse similarity of int- host, told
them that 'Squire Liggett
In Harold Mac44rath's
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COLLIDE IN YARD
NEAR I. C. INCLINE

CAIRO TEAK

MANY PROMOTED
IN CITY SCHOOLS

THE GALA WEEK AT

2eil

i/tP7
SQ.:17,5101

Special Sales Every Day From

9 to 10 a. rn.
and from

logeml

3 to 4 p. m.
For One Hour Only

T

Specials for Wednesday

Hosiery

For 19c

DEATHS OF A DAY 1

HIT TfiE BOYS SHOP--1
SWEATERS

For 69c

W

New Values Included
In Our Overcoat
Sale.

S18 00
$13 25
to
An

All our overcoats, including raincoats, are in this sale. And,too, we
have added some new, late arrivals
to each lot, bought a few days ago
to add zest to the sale.
According to the ground hog, and
today's indications, there is much of
the Winter ahead of us yet.

LVErs•

1

,

1 0.00

•

$5.00

in
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dei the act of 1901, vesting this eieerIsomilmailksormarge410
.....
Lieu. in the commission above named
thus taking it from the hatele of the
general assembly. 'Miss Skellen tot an
has appointed her Sister Miss lone
Skeffinteon, to lie asitiaaant librarian,
leutre Nous Club to Meet Thursday. her term tam begin March 1."
Circuit Court.
Both Miss Mary akeffington mid
The meeting of the Entre Nous
This morning a judgment was enclub with Miss Lillie Mae Winstead, Miss Jane Skeffisetens have visited tered In the tarcult court on the ex
announced for this afternoon, has Mrs. Georee A. leournioy, of Lotome.i parts petition filled
by City Sollcitor
been changed to Thursduy afternoon Lodge in Paducah, and are social fele James Oampbelt, Jr., to determine
°rites
bere.
at 2:34.1 o'ciock.
whether the cheater amendment fixing police forces in cities of the secMiss Nellie Schwab will return in a
Matinee elusical Club.
ond clans at a minimum of 30 men,
The Matinee Musical club wilt have few days from Totedo, 0, where she infringed on the city's night of
&el:its regular eemementhdy meeting to- has been visiting the Rev, and Mrs. government, and an appeal. was
imWilliam
Alexander.
morrow afternoon at the Pariah house
mediately taken. Judge Reed decidGuy
Mr.
E.
Trtpp,
of
Boeton,
has
of Grace Episcopal cburch. The proed that the act of the legislature
'tig several
gram wild begin at 3:10 o'clock and returned hole° after spend,
amending the charter, Is constituIs a nxisceiliaterces one. Mrs. Hub- days with Mr. John S. Bisecker.
tional.
MT. Claude Baker, of Greenville,
bard S. Welds its the leader. The foe
Other judgments:
Wet Temple
arrived yesterday to remain some days
lowing'is the attractive program:
against Ben Ligon, for possession of
fur
medical
treatment.
1, Cement events.
land in the county.
Mr. Max Wolff went to Georgia last
2. Piano duet - a, Huntsman
Pooes-Acre Lumber company vs.
chorue-ellitier, b. Nocturn-Rueen- night.,,.
John Golightly, for a debt of $96.67.
Mrs. C. Blutz has gone to Union
stein-MIA:es Reed' and. Newell,.
Cecil Reed, committee for Mary A.
3. Vocal sole--Selected - Miss City, Tenn., for a visit.
Purchase, for the sale of property.
Mr.
Luther Ceram is in Memphis.
Anne Bradshaw.
Motions.
Miss Jewel) Gott has returned from
4. Paper---'`eluslic during the first
J. E. Wilhelm against J. M. Woe
commission, announces the following
Mayfield,
where tee was title guest of
1;000 years of the Obristian Era"ten, motion for a new trial by defendexaminations: Assayer, custom house
niss Ella Browder.
Miss Jennie Gilson.
ant overruled..
service; geologist. Phelippine service;
Miss
Myrtle
Finley,
of Lone O.
5. Violin solo-Mazurka de Faleo
1Regleter
Newspaper
company
apprentice topographic draftsman,
-J Dal:We-Mrs, William C. Clarke. Is visiting ter uncle, Mr. W. B. Wal- against J.
Worten, motion for new
Mardi G anal civil engineer student,
ters.
G. Vocal solo-"Why Doet Thou
trial) by defendent overruled.
depertment of agriculture. Ape+ 3-4.
Mr. James Scott has returned from
Weep?"-JoirnodMies Julia Scott.
A. Hunt 'against reetcher & Fore-For le. Pendley ring 416.
---The time of the county board of
7. Double duet-"The Crimson Hot Springe, Ark.
man, motion for new trial by defend-Drink Belvedere the
master tax supervisors was this morning exMr. B. L. keen, of Lowest Cross
Glow of Sunset Feeles''-Root-ant overruled.
brew.
tended five dues.
Mlases Newell and Reed, DrYfues and Roaidis, Ky., is visiting his brother,
J. B. F. Briggs against Pletcher &
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
400%
-Aunt Lindy Wood, one of the
Mr.
Clyde Alden, of 515 North, Eighth
Bnaciehaw.
Foreman, defendant's mutton for IlkW
Broadway, Phone 1e6.
oldest negroes in McCracken county,
8. Vocal solo - Selected-Mrs. street.
trial overrufed.
.-e-James W. Finley, of Springfield, is el at her home, 1010 South Tenth
Mr. J. le Barth is in Memphis on
Jetties Weille.
C. W. Roswell and Z. T. Long
III., who Is visiting his son-In-law, etreet.
9 Solo-"Song of the Sword" from huffiness,
against Citizens Savings hank, deCaptain Billy Smith, the pilot, has
-The cold snap has thrown a
Master
Warren Dale, of Kevil, son
the opera "Tolane''-H, Cloughfendanes motion for a new trial overbeen removed to Riverside nospital. damper on the "under world," and
of Shelby Dale, is seriously sick of
Leichter-Me. R. D. Macelielen.
ruled said appeal granted.
He is suffering from a severe attack no arrests were made by the police
pneumonia.
Judge Reed wie consume the reof erysipelas.
yesterday and -last night and conseMr. and Mrs. John R. Theobald,of
Johnson- McGregor.
mainder of the week in hearing mo-When eau order a rig from us quently nizefinlice court was held toMayfield,
are
the parents of a ten- tions
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. MeGregoor
and demurrers.
•
you are talking to one of the pro- day. .have arrived. in the city from Benton, pound boy, burn Sunday night.
•
prietors or capable clerks (not a
---The sudden change in the weath- where
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edson Hart arrived
they were mareied on Sunday
County Court.
driver or hostler) who writes, files er has caused illness among policeevening. They will make their home home today from a- soutnern bridal - An amended
petition was filed yesand fills the oredr at appointed time. men and four were off this morning
trip and are at the home of Mrs.
at 44)4 South Fcturth /treat.
terday in tne case of J. M. and L. E.
Palmer Transfer Co.
They are Patrolmen William Rogers,
Mr. McGregor is the popular book- George 0, Hart, 913 Jefferson street. Durrett against C. A.
Torrence' in
e.Sleigh for sale at Seaton sign Ernest Hill. Courtney Long and Dick
State Senator ()can Linn, of Murkeeper for the Nerubeim
wholesale
quarterly court stating that a mortworks, Sixteenth and Needier'''. Old Wood. Hill went to work at noon.
ray,
Ky., is in the city.
grocery on Second street, and his
gage he:d on the grocery of Torrence
LARGE front parlor for rent furphone 401.
-Today and tomorrow applicants bride
was Miss Coca Johnson, of Benhad been paid off. The plaintiffs sued
nished or unfurnished, 1004 South
-City subscribers to the Daily may be examined for the civil ser- ton, an attractive young
wcusan be- SHIP STRIKES AND SINKS BARK to collect a 890 judgment but found
Fourth.
- Sun who wish the delivery of their vice position Of pure food and drug longing to one of Marshall
county's
a mortgage held by W. A. Berry and
WANTED-White woman to look
papers stopped must notify our col- inspector. Mr. Fred B. Ashton Is to- prominent famites.
After Fighting Sea Seventeen Days J. T. Reddick on
et
Torrences store,
after cnildren and assist in general
lectors or make their requests di- day examining one applicant, and
Vessel Is Sunk in Sight of Port.
which the latter claimed and
not
house-keeping. Good wages. Referrect to Tn. Sun office. No attention' will hold the examinations open
been lifted.
U.
C. Chapter.
ence required. Old phone 867.
,az will be paid to such orders when through tomorrow. '
interesting
matter
how
No
or
ImNorfolk
Va., Feb. 5.-After batMrs. James M. Buckner is the hostIn -the case of N. S. Thomas
-The Ladies' Mite society of the
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
WANTED-- Imallment collector
portant today's news may be, there ess of the Paducah chapter, United tling with head winds and heavy against J. H. Upshaw, quarterly
Gerrman
Lutheran
church
meets with
-The Rev. J. R. Stewart, of Lone
will
some
who
are
not
merchandise acaiunts; good salpeople
for
read
seas
for
17
days and when within a court, Judge Lightfoot decided In faDaughters of the Confederacy, this
Oak, has accepted the pastorate of Mrs. Prank Petter, 1921 Broad
any of It until they have read the ary and expenses. Address Manufacafternoon, at her home on Jeffereon few hours of her destination, the vor of Thomas against W. T. Cooper.
•
the Belleview church on the May- areet, Wednesday afternoon.
want ads.
turer P. 0. Box 1027, Phila., Pa.
street.. It is the regular February bark Charles Loring, carrying 380,field road and will preach there SunMRS. A. A. BALSLEY will remove
meeting of the chapter. An attrae- 000 feet of lumber front Savannah
Deeds Filed.
day morning and evening,
Re-arrange your house-and let a her millinery store from White &
INSURANCE REBATING
to New York, was run into and sent
tive musleail program is a feature.
A lease trete James K. P. McCarty
-Drink Belvedere the
Paducah
want ad. sell your not-now-needed 9irk's to Sandereon's Book store, 428
BRINGS HEAVY PENALTY
to the bottom by the Old Dominion to the Mergenthaler-Horton
Basket furniture.
beer.
Brosigway.
steamer
Seneca
last
night
four miles and Machine company, for 815 per
Miss Greif and
Mr. Lennihan to
•
--Get your meats at Whitehead's
Henderson. Ky., Feb. 5.-G. W.
off Sea Girte Neee The erelision oc- month, to property adjoining
Fi3R SALE-Four room cottage on
. •Marry Tomorrow.
the Tat"I wonder if It is too late to get
restaiuraht. 215 Broadway, thee tied liestes, of Louisville -elate
agent for
West Harrison street, situited on Lot
oast- ma.* teemeplant on.Mevere street. • ••
The rnairrittere- or Miss- Relit.- Greif -teased- in a.Aflamefee.
one?"
the questirm of the woman
days. Nice, polite service lialens#- the Michigan
Mutual Life Insurance and Mr. Maurice Lennihan wild take injured and no lives were lost.
50'165 to 16 foot alley, With stable
Alex B. White to Nolan W. Van
who "never reeds the want ads."
teed.
company, was fined 8350 in the cir- place tomorrow afternoon at the
and other out houses. $1,300 with
Celan,
power of attorney.
St.
when a friend tells her of having se-Belvedere beer is a home pro- cuit court this morning
terms. H. C. Hollins, Rea: Estate
on toe charge Francis de Sales Catholic church at. Killed Crow and Got Back 9200 Ring.
cured a real bargain somewhere.
duct. Remember that.
of aiding in insurance rebating. Hil- 2:45 o'clock. The Rev. Father
New
York.
Feb.
and General Insurance.
Trueheart
5.-A
$200
diaWILL NAME COMMITTEES
H.
-Place your orders for wedding ton was accused of delivering
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
Bldg. Teephone 12e.
a $10,- W. Jansen wee perform the ceremony. mond ring was stolen from Mrs. HerFOR COMMERCIAL CLUB
invitations at home. The Sun shows 000 policy and a receipt for
ROOMS-For rent with board, 212
an an- The wedditng bans of the young cou- man Stoddard's 'bedroom, Verona., N.
FOR SALE-Five-room cottage on
as great an assortment as you find nual premium of 8163.40 to
Charles ple were published several weeks ago. J , yesterday; the black thee( was
Mr. Harry C. Rhodes, president or Routh Fourth.
Trimble street, ten blocks from river,
anywhere at prices mune lower than Argue, • local tobacconist,
k Peed and the rem reocreered.
for paythe Cotnmercial clitte.s-w114-hame his
HORSE for sale bargain. George situated on lot 48x1e5 and amply
you pay eltewhere.
Mee, gtoediard loves birds.
ment of only 849.14. W, B. Ware. loShe adds committees at a meeting of the club Skelton, 817 South Feta.
Delphic Club.
provided with out buildings, bath and
• --Children of the primary depart- cal agent, was charged with
having
The Delphic club held its regular her borne "The A -lary." She feeds tonight.
other
conveniences. Prke $2,004)
meet of the Feet Baptist Sutaiy made the contract with
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
Argue, was meeting this morning at toe Carne- birde and builds houses for them on
with terms
H. C. Hollins, Real Esschool are requeeted to meet at the fined 8400.
437 F. Levin.
gie library. The Spanish poets Cal- the estate. So they ,beoome quite fearCut His Arm Badly.
tate and General Ineersbee. Truechurcti Wednesday afternoon at
4
less,
'bet,
of
tel.
a
crow
has shown
deron and Lope de Vega were interJoseph Kirk. of 618 South Third
ROOM and boartt, 40.8 Washington. heart Bldg. Telephone 127.
o'clock.
Little Lida Houston.
the greatest tameness and familiar- Street, employed
estingly discussed.
at the ttarks-Ull- Old phone 2503.
WANTED-For U. S. Army: Able-You know your caring cards
Little Lida Houston, the 13ity.
man Saddlery company, cut his left
bodied
HES
cleaned
repaired.
CLO'l
unmarried men between ages
and
are correct when they cOme from The months-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The %endows of 'Mrs. Stociderd's arm yesterday afternoon
Popular in Paducah.
with a Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a Clint Houston, of Maple Terrace, in
room
were
open
yesterday;
her
rings
Ye-met-day Nashville Banner says:
large knife. The wound was sewed up
hundred, he Old Eng:eh 83.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New States, of good character and temthe county, died at 8:30 o'clock this
"Miss Mary Skeffington has been sere on a dresser. A maid entered by Dr. R. A. Washburn.
perate habits, who can speak, read
-Wieillng invitations, announce- morning of pneumonia, an illness
phone 1025, old phone 975.
the
room;
the
crow
was
on
the
dressre-elected by the State Library Cornand write English. For information
ments tine every character of en- morning of pneumonia, after an
er;
it
stenographer
FXPERIIENCED
said "caw" pleasantly to tee
demiseem as state libraeian for the enJape In Uniform,
apply to recruiting officer, New Richgravod work is given careful, per- ness of several days. No funeral arReferences
position
sires
at
once.
suing four years, this honor having maid, flew out of a winti.yw and perch
Honolueu, Feb. 5.---Six hundred
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
sonal attention at The Sun.
rangements have been made.
been conferred upon her by tbe WW1- ed on a tree .brence near. The maid Japanese immigrants arrived today on exchanged. Address W., care Sun.
-Globe Stern:eke tiling cares and
FOR SALE-Neat little boxed and
intone rote of the commission, Miss told Mrs. Stodderet, who eoued not the steamer .Siberia. A number of
FOR SALE-Solid mahogany (Coall supplies for them, also the be
weatherboarded house of two rooms
.DON'T FAIL TO READ WEILLE'S Skeffington is from
find her engagement ring where she them wore the full
uniform of Japan- lonial) parlor table, almost new.
Dyersburg, and
line of carbons. A full line of blank AD ON PAGE EIGHT TODAY. has
On Hampton avenue, betwe,n
12th
held the ()Mee of state librarian had left R. She was tomtit to believe ese soldiers and two captains in addi- Cost 814. Price, $8. Tel. 1701.
books steel all kinds of office supplies. THERE ARE SOME BIG SPECIALS for
lath streets on lot 40:110. An
and
that
any
of
her
pets
was
disboneet, tion to being clothed in the uniform
the past four years, discharging
for sale, at Sexton's sign
SLEIGH
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old IN THE CHILDREN'S DEPART- the
additional room can easily be put to
duties of that ofliee hi a manner but the crow sees under truth strong of their rank, wore theee war medal's. works, Sixteenth and Madison. Phone
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
this house and made into cottage.
MENT TOMORROW MORNING.
suspicion
that
Adolph
Schmidt shot
wthilch has been itirttlefaietory. She is,
401.
ladies auxileury of the
City water, out buildings and conventoo, a charming lady and has hosts it. He cut open its crop; there was
Diecreet.
SltalD your clothes to the neat= iently situated near cc: line
rKnigias of Columbee will meet with
Price
the ring.
-We have a ready customer for a of friends all over
There le a Chicago lawyer who, be
Teneseseee Who
Pressing club, 302% Broadway. $5410 cash. H. C. Hollins, Truehea:t
hes
'Mrs. J. H. Snyder, Thirteenth anti brick residence of not more than
Around the bird's leg
was a colleagues aver, has a positive geniwill be glad to learn that she is to
High & Browder, proprietors. Rota building, telephone 127,
Madison streets, tomorrow afternoon rooms. Convenient to the businesa
-erve the state for another term of leather band with three inks of a us for malapropos suggestion to his
phones 1607.
-We have Slug Shot that will de- part of the city. North Side prefer- four years.
entelo,
brass
chain,' showing it had witnesses on the stand.
FOR SALE-Eight room residence
Miss iikeffington is the
WE WILL BE at James J. Glenstroy all inLects on plants; and Plant red. Call H. C. Hollins, Phone 127. first state
three blocks from Broadway on South
tibra.rian to be elected sin- been in eaptivity at some time.
Recently this lawyer was counsel
bees steble, Third and Washington, Third street, situated
•
Food that will make plants grow
on Jot 67x173,
In a snit for divorce, wherein
he
Saturday, Feb. 9, to buy horses and fronting
Brunson, h29 Broadway.
Worth All It Close.
bricked street and concrete
was examining a woman who had
mules. C. H. Layne a Co.
-Sexton, the sign
writer, all
A guest who had just registered taken the stand
sidewalk. Excellent looatIon for flat.
in behalf of the plain
at the Shirley Hotel a day or two tiff.
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
FOR SALE--Lot on Salem avenus Price $3,500, one-third cash, balance
ago was approached by a boy with al "Now,
fine painting of every charactee inmadame." began the attol- 810:114. Price $600. H. C. Hollins, miey payments. H. C. Hollins, .Reel
side work and carriage painting and
telegram. It had $1 enarges on R.
ney, who Is always saying the wrong Real ,Estate and General Insurance. Estate, Rentals and General Insurrepairing. Phone 401
"What!" said the guest, before thing, "repeat the
ance. Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
slanderous state- Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
opening R. "A dollar charges!
-- Mrs. A. A. Beesley will remove
LOST-ladies' geld watch - and
ments made by the defendant on this
FOR SALE---limilitionce of five
won't pay, it, Anybody who cannot occasion."
here millinery store from White 8c
fob on Ohio between Tenth and The- rooms and hall on Clay street, twelve
Sirke to eiundmerson's Book More, 428
Pay for Iris message when wiring rue
"Oh, they are unlit for any re- teentn and Tennessee. Reward
if blocks from river located on lot 50x
Broadway.
•
is certainly a cheap one. Walt a min- epectable person
to hear" gasped left at Racket Store.
165 to private alley, having shade
ute! I'll Just let you report this un- the witness.
--Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
WANTED-Board and room be- trees, feeble and other necessary out
collected and the sender may pay
Fraterntty building to 525 Broalway
"Then, madame." saki the attor- tween Ninth and Tweaah on Broad- buildings. Price $1,5o0. Terms arthe charges."
next to Register building. Office
ney, doaxingly "suppose you just way or Jefferson, by young man. Pri- ranged. H. C. Hollins, Beal Estate
At that he tore the envelope open. whisper them to He Honor,
phones 870, residence 272.
the vate family preferred. Address K., and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg. TeleAs he read a Mile nettled on
his judge."- -Harper's Weekly.
-Upright pianos from 8150 to
phone 127,
care Sun.
face, and, pulling a dollar from .his
8200, to reduce!, our stock of slightly
•
FOR ii-A1.6)--Beautiful anhurban
FOR RRNT----Two story five room
pocket, he handed it to the boy.
used plisnos we make these offers. W.
A Chtleago photographer claims to residence on
home of 62 acres within five minutes'
Jefferson
street
on
"It's all right." he said.
•
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
have taken the largest photograph street oar
line, half block from Foun- drive of MeMinnville, Tenn. The
Then he threw the message on the lb *detente. It is a fute-length por•
--De Oast M. Sears has gone to
avenue.
tain
Apply W. D. Greer et farm Ilea a cottage of three rooms
counter. "Read It!" he said to C. T. trait of Dr. Dowle, end measure. Rat
Austere Tex., to attend
50ttt ate
and hall, stable, granary, cellar, well,
Jennings.
E.
C.
r
N
e
e
aw
d
ton, the clerk. The message feet. That pbotegeterh Is not an ennivereary of hes uneWs
marrtage.
barn and 1,400 fruit trees of various
LOST
Sideer-beaded
--Hts uncle, MT. Joseph Sears, is•weld
largement.
kinde. Price $1,55.0. H. C. HoLine,
with
Initial
on
hand*.
South
H
On
"Papa's
little girl sends him fifty
known resident of Austin. Dr. "eats
Fifth street near N., C. & St. L. de- Real Estate and General Insurance.
bushels of love, and wishes he was
will prebably he gone about (MO
DON'T PAIL Ti).READ WEIMAR%
Trupheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
pot.
Reward. Dr. Ceythe, 523 Broadhome
to
her
kiss
good
night. Nellie." AD ON PAGE EIGHT TODAY.
weeluil
.
FOR SAI.Irr--Plve-room residence
we
v.
.
----Denver Post.
_Mr. C. A. McFarland has been
THERE ARKARK SOME BM SPECIALS
jest beyond city limits, In high classFOR
SAI416-Peret-olass,bri
appointed
by
the Smith-Premier
-a- store
IN THE CHILDREN'S DEPARTed
neighborhood, four acres of
Telephone Assessment.
of two stories with small cottage in
Typewriter Company to succeed Mr.
TOMORROW MORNING.
W. L. Helves, In this district, Mr.
1. Manager A. L. Joynes. Attorney
rear, aitttated Fifth and Jones Priee ground and amply provided with out
buildings, wei:s and other improveMcFarland will mantain his headCharles K. Wheeler, and Treasurer
-The C. W. B. M. Autlaitary, of 83.754) with satisfactory terms. II, C.
ments. $1,60.4 cash. H. C. Hollins,
quarters at 425 lireadway In PaditT. D. Webb, of Nashville, represent. the Met Cihriettian rhurcile wail meet Hotline, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone
Real Estate and Oeueral Insurance.
reh,
Mg the Cumberlend Telephone Com- Wettneaday efterneOn at X enteric 127.
Wid• (mein is th• mouth of boom.
,
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127,
what to inform our petrom
And 'twill devour us every on•
pany, appeared before the board of with Mrs. W, .1 Humphreys. 1190
FOR SAIM-Beitiatife116
-in-i--J-55
that hereafter the curtain at The
Unions we give the dragon room
tax book supervisors today and gaVii Jefferson street.
acres oleos to city and In high clamed
Romance Is to real life what poetAnd get in metion-run, run, runt
Rentocky wilt rise at 8:30 and no
in the company's assessment on
suburban neighborhood
$3,P5)e
In business if. the rely speller-14. ry is to provisions.
one miniver fate will be seated until
Union* we keep's-wane, *coot.
velem, wires and other personalty the
If you are fat, got thin: if thin, C. Hollins. Real Estate and General
After the first set.
Keep step with pregreee ADVERTISE,
same as last year. The Matter has itot fat. Nature never meant you tco Insurance. Truebeart Bldg. TeleIn planning for the expenses of
We'll g• this poor old menkey's ripalat
--The United States Met service
not been dee-Wed.-1w the-Apar&
phone 127.
'be aatieded with your weight.
trips, provide first for the tips.

'few `Covert `Coats

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

IN THE COURTS

T41

.$1aek or Van
$5.00 to $14.50

guclq, 9hi11ipd

A PILE OF SILVER
4U

Vo.

Forks that were $2.50

'few ingerie or Jilk *Waists

Now $1

,few Jigles and 'few 2tateriald
yor Jpring.

Table Spoons $2 to $3

Now $1

Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2

Now 75c

Knives $2.00 to $3.00

Now $1

U Must B Quick

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO

S
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THE FARMER'S WIFE

I

Is very careful about her churn. She scalds it thoroughly after using,
and gives it a sun bath to sweeten-it. She knows that if her churn is
sour it will taint the butter that is made in it. The stomach is a clhirn.
In the stomach and digestive and nntritive tracts areperformed processes whicleare almost exactly like the churning of butter. Is it not
apparent then that if this stomach-churn is foul it makes foul all which
is put into it?
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone the bad taste in the month
and the foul breath caused by it, but the corruption of the pure current
of blood and the dissemination of disease throughout the body. Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery makes the sour and foul stomach
sweet. It does for the stomach what the washing and sun bath do for
the churn—absolutely removes every tainting or corrupting element.
In this way it cures blotches, pimples, eruptions, scrofulous swellings,
sores, or open eating ulcers and all humors or diseases arising from
bad blood.

3,000,000 KISS—RAMER COSTLY

"COOPER'S FAMOUS REMEDIES
CURED ME OF RHEUMATISM"

W. Amine Byrum of Sydney, Aus- handsome young man kiss the pretty
tralia, kiss -d ids way into a fortune. girl declared in couit that
it was a
The route chosen by him was not the most complete kiss. They
told the
route of the penniless but handsome court that Byrnes placed his right
Mrs. Anna Sanders of No. 312 Richmond
young man who weds a girl with arm around her waist drew
Street, suffered with Rheumatism for two Years.
her tooceans of Money, for the girl that ward him &spite her struggles
One bottle of Cooper's New Discovery cured her
, laid
Byrnes kissed not only objected_ to her unwilling, fair head upon
his
his act but had no money. Her face manly shoulder, and, raised
READ THIS LETTER.
her face,
Was her fortune—and, as it proved, kissed her ardently.
atm, the fortune of Byrnes.
The affair didn't end there, Byrnem
THE COOPER MEDICINE CO.,
Perhaps it Is not advisable for oth- happy and much pletteed, bowed low
DAYTON, OHIO.
er young men to try the method adopt and continued his way.
Gentlemen: "I hvc suffered for two years with rheuMiss Ars
matism in my arms and lower limbs. Most of the time
ed by the Sydne—Ley doung man, but in Migh, her tace flushed with shame,
1 could scarcely get around or atteud to my household
To aid in healing old sores, or ulcers, Golden Medical Discovery. That this Byrnes' case it worked well, after a hurried home- and told her mother
defies. I suffered intense pain all the time. One bottle
apply Dr. Pierce's All-Heallug Salve Is absolutely true will be readily proven bad start, end after he had paid hets and 'brothel.
of Cooper's remarkable medicine cured me. I think you
The brother went to
to them while taking the "tiolden Med- to your satisfaction if you will but mail last cent to
have the greatest rheumatism medicine in the world."
settle
a
police
seek
Byrnes.
conrt
Meantime
fine
Byrnes,
havical Discovery" to purify aud enrich a postal card request. to Dr. R.V. Pierce,
MRS. ANNA SANDERS,
the blood.
Buffalo, N. Y., foe a free copy of his of $300 and costs, which he consider- ing recovered a bit from the dinner,
312 Richmond St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dr. Pierce's All - ileating Salve is booklet of 'Meade from the standard ed nigh, even for the privilege of was much reheated. He sougtrt
out
cleansing and pain relieving. It de- medigal authorities, giving the names kissing so
pretty a girl, he came into the girl and offered the most abject
stroys the bad odors arising from_ sup- of all the Ingredients entering into his
purating, or running, sores and puts vidrid-famed medicines and showing a fortune estimated at over $3,000,- apologies to her mother. Miss Am
ANOTHER REMARKABLE CURE
them in the best possible condition for what the most eminent medical men of 080 and one of the finest estates in leign having refused to - saw him.
Mr. Gus. Veigcler: -1639 Mandeville, New Orleams,
healing.
the age say of them.
New South Wales, besides
English He also apologized to the angry
says: "I was laid up with sciatic rheumatism for three years
The" All-Healing Salve" it a superior
property.
And
despite
brother,
who,
end
the
Cures
was so bad that most of the time I was unable to walk.
instead of dropping the
deeming for all open, running, or supWoman's Weaknesses.
fact that
see
I have been using the Cooper medicine for about a week and
purating, Sores or Ulcers. For healing
We refer to that boon to weak, nerv- the, kiss she so unwillingly gave the matter, caused the arrest of Byrnes.
dee
my
improveme
open wounds, cats and scratches it is ous, suffering
nt has been wonderful. I am now able to be
women known as Dr. handsome young Englishman brought
One of the papers of Sydney took
up and about and the pain has left me. I am very thankful
unsurpassed.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
aim
his
fortune,
and the fact that he. up the case and made a seneation out
to have found a-cure at last"
If Your medicine dealer does not have
Dr. John Fvfe one
the "All-Healing Salve" in stock mail staff of THE ECLECTIC of the Editoral in his new found wealth, offered to of it. It told in wonderful language
MEDICAL
RsFM cents in postage stamps to Dr. R. V. VIEW says of Unicorn
root IIfeloniai share it with her, Mies Beth Arleigh the story, and the description it gave
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., and you will Dioiea) which is
one of the chief ingre- has refused him.
of the kiss that Byrnes administered
receive it by return post.
dients of the "Favorite Prescription":
The story of the kiss that brongnt was enough to make every man In
In treating all open sore, or ulcers, "A remedy which
acts at a uterboils carbuncles and other swellings, it ine invigorator • invariably
• makes for normal ac- Byrnes his fortune is of the strang- town want to try it. But the court
MRS. SANDERS.
Is important that Dr. Piere's Golden tivity of the entfre reproductive system.' est and
moat romantic ever told— was stern. It fined Symms a sum apHe continues"in Below*, we have a medicaMedical Discovery be taken eersiatently ment
whtch more tally answers the share and it is true,
to purify the blood and thee by remove purposes Man any other
because the courts of proximating $300, bestdes the remits.
drug u*S trinich I am
It will men' the rimumstism poison from your blood and neutralize
the acids in your system. It will strengthen
the cause of the trouble. It is in the
Sydney have turned over to him the Byrnes, by borrowing, managed to
=143
ednoI
r;:et
the stomach so that it can properly digett your food. It will regulate
i
:wit
axri
tr
ie
s
.
t
ofhdatrirces
aseDe
;fortune.
blood that the great battle of health has seen which does
your kidneys and build up your whole sysnot present some indication
Otherwise
get
enough
people
money
to
pay
fine,
the
might
and
tem. Cooeer's Nees Discovery mils for $1.00 per bottle, six for
to he fought. The ulcer and the sore for this remedial agent." Dr. Pyle further
MAL Cooper's Quick Relief costs 50 cents per
then, crossing the court, he again
are simply the scarlet dowers of disease, aim "The following are among the leading doubt it.
bottle. Get them of
Indications for Helonlas(Unicorn root). Pain
with roots running down into the blood. or
Byrnes, it seems, is the youngest publicly apologized to the girl, and
setting in the back, with lencorrb. x
These roots thud be eradicated or the atonic tweak% ronditluns of the reproductiv son of an
e
Englisnman of poor finan- offered to make every effort at repardisease will break out afresh. "Golden organs of women, mental tiepre...Auli and irsalso,i•ted with chronic diseases of cial condition. He would have inber ation that eae would permit.
Medical Discovery" cleanses the blood ritabilitri.
the reproductive
of women; constamt
of ill foul and poisonous aceinnuistions, sensation of heatorgans
In the region of the kid- ited part of the Irish estate of his paHis act damaged Byrom' popttpates out the dead and waste matter, Ile)• nienurrhagti. flooding' due to a weak- ternal grandfather
but for the fact Ilarity, and brought to him a lot of
condition of the reproductive system:
an thus purifies the entire life current. ened
emenonmea isnrpressed
absent monthly that his own father wasted the money notoriety. The newspapers continDisease in the flesh must die out when periodee arising from or or
accompanying an and
it hi no longer fed by foul blood. abnormal condition of the digestive organs
mortgaged the land. His older ued td dilate on d'ne ease.
and anemic (thin blood) habit ; dragging
"Golden Medical Discevery" effectively sensations
brotner, who inherited what was left
It happened that almost a year becares disease in the flesh by curing its abdomen.• hi the extreme lower part of the
of the estate and
all the debts, fore Bernet; kissed Miss Arleigh there
cause iu the blood.
1.1 more or leemof the 0.9ive Byrnerimare temememsdaerivaltrt woman can promptly got rid of the remalnder, deed ha Monktown
have bitter, nasty, foul taste
If y
England, one
o etterAhn take Dr. Pieree'eseeavv- and died; whereupon young
in y
mouth, coated tongue, foul
Bee-new, George Lewes Dent, an extremely anxious to get
steely, and interrupt
breat are weak and easily -tired, feel ite „mean&
the leedip in- who had tnrown away
In a Little Shanty.
Different Mee:Mime
what little wealthy man, whose fortune was the speaker
redt
I
it..
dep sed and despondent, have fres
•
before he reaches his con- Love was oe and Love was young
money
"I cannot be your wife." she rehe
had in an extravagant and made In Australia. He had gqne out
NO•e me 1113 alperlIPA
e
of
9u t head
es, dizzy attacks, gnawclusion. In fact, we. are suoh an imIn a little shanty;
sportive university, went ode to Aus- to Melbourne in the early days.
plied, and added: "This is final." He
diet is in stomach, constipated V.7111".1,1111
.,
in
ate patient people that we have no
0 Golden Seal root another promi- tralia.
title Fiddles played and banjos rung,
or i go r bowels, sour - or bitter
paced swiftly to and fro. several
cumula.te
d
fortune
a
anti
when
he
for anything excepting to push ahead,
rising
I r eating and poor appetite, nent ingredient of "Favorite Preset-mIn a little shanty:
times, then hatted abruptly in front
He clid not prosper muoh in the had no need„eof it had inherited
these
ptorns, or any considerable emo." Prof. FinleyEllingwood, M. D., of
the to elbow our way tnrough the
'Cross
crowd
de do' de dahkies flew
new
of her. "Pray be candid with me," he
Bennett
courtry.
Medical
College, Chicago,says:
r of them, indicate that you are
Handsome, talented, family estates in England.
to get the position or the money we Tell e mo'n corn; breakin'
suffe
from biliousness, torpid, or "It is an Important remedy in disorders** clever and with the blarney of his
thoo,
said, not without the note of mascuLittle was known of him in Eng- desire. mer life is feverish and
Trwumh. In all catarrhal conditions • d•
lazy
r with the usual accompanying tee
tin- An' de sweat jes' drapped Mk dew, line impatience.
and general enfeeblement. It Is useful."
ish ancestors mingled with the shrewd land until he died. It was known
"About how final?"
indi stion, or dyspepsia and its attendnatural. We have no time to develDr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription nese of his
In a little shanty.
This was too much. She burst into
Yorkshire mother, he led that years after receiving his inheriant erangements.
Maithfallii, represents the above named
op oharm or manner, or elegance of
a happy-gmercky, adventurous life tance he had returned to his
tears. "How do I know?" she sobbed.
boot aspnts known to medical ingredients and cures the diseases
home at diction. "We are too intense
for
science or the cure ot the above syr4 which they are recommen
for ;Don't you think dat Love ain't sweets —Puck.
in the bush enitatre. He served In
ded.
'
Monittow
n
and
lived
year,
the
there a
re- epigram or repartee. We lack
me 7mm nee fi
t mem as AtteCOdJay
time." - -in -st Male shanty, Dr. Pierce's -Pleasant Pellete are the constahulars worked
- as a herder, turning to Australia, and then. after
Writings o leg& nuienchers_.uni VIICLI- original Little
Life is becoming so artificial, so A"en de dahk:es shake dey
Liver Pills, first put up
"Will you marry me?"
feet
tioakEs 4. aliahe 5_121
149Lof
by old Dr. Pierce over 44) years ago. spent a few months in the gold camps two years, coming hack to England, foreed, so diverse
from naturalness. ; In a little Shanty.
r.
ye been skillfully and har- Much imitated, but never
"This
Is so sudden."
clerked
in
a
store
in Melbourne, wan- where he d ed of Pneumonia.
equaled.
iwe drive our human engines at such White map-, in mte mansion grand'.
moniously combined in Dr. Pierce's Easy to take as candy.
"Sudden? Why, I asked you the
dered all over Australia, rolling much
It always had been suppor-ed that a fearful speed, that our life 19 c rush - , You an'
Lave eine han-in-ban'.
other day- and you wanted time to
and gateering little moss and finally
he had a Weill"' In Anstralla, but when jest out. Spontaneity and humor, ani 'Canee or
LIZARD
Lode done took his sten' think it over.",
licresseses stommet except on the the- landed in Sydney, almost pennileas,
he died It watiltilecovered that he had the possibility of a fine culture and
Mt a little shanty.
"Oh--was that yOu?"—Cleveland
that
. Me drank. them while &rink- and, rotted. work. as. nalasman-for.is nerreintire ehifiler'trisaw•the tem of-his.'
superb charm of personality in
Came From, Month of Woman \init. trig waiter' front -a eprin.
—.Siete'X:-Floyd) February Lipptn- Leader.
small importing firm.
younger
sistefo.' That Meter, it was ;almost impossible and extremely I cotes.
Jackson, Tenn.
About this time there lived In Syd- known, bad married a man named rare.
Success.
Jackson, Tenn.. Feb. 5.—Mrs. C. i
The first newspaper printed in the
DEAL MAKES A HIT.
ney on Newton street one Mies Eliza- Byrnes, bet she and her husband
I_
B. dohneey, wife of a
The fleet almanac was printed by Un:ted Stsrlas was ipuhliehed
known
.
in BC*:
beth Arleige. In the cottage home i were dead the estate closed up,
and
gobscr-the for The Suit.
young farmer of the Seventeenth dim: Har4 Elk,' Theater
--George Von Funbcoh: iii 1460.
ton September 25, 1790,
Orchestra at Little lived the widowed
;
m
mother,
who had the younger son had been miming
trite, yesterday vemited a Perfectly
Rock, Ark.
conic to Australia with tier husband for rears. There was no trace
of the
donned sem;rig lizard about three
Prof. William Deal, formerly lead- years before
and after hie death In heir.
•
C->
Inches long. Mr. Joeineey brought er of The Kentucky
Theater orches- the gold fields had reared
J. 100Attorneys both in England and
her sen
,
the strange Looking !Mee animal in tra, is building a reputatio
'41 •
n for aim- and daughter according to
the way Australia were instructed to find
today to Dr. Grant, the family Tidy- self in musical
•
circles in Little Rock, In which she oad
been reared in her Wallace Arthur Byrnes. For 11,, year
&mean, and it Is now on exiatbitian in where he went
from here. He is lead- country home In Surrey.
•
.4„,
'
Her eon, no trace of him was found. Then
his °Moe on Market street,
e•
er of the Elks' theater orcheetra in after leaving
school, found a respon- one re/riling Hillard M. Morton, a
,z)
1C,v\•tx4,ci„,
Tha experience, as strange as it is, the Arkansas city,
and commenting sible position
and supported his barrister at Sydney read the story cif
if
Med
-eeNes 0 'V
is not new to.Mrs. Johnsey, as about On a dance for
which ne furnished mother and his pretty
7.
‘
sister Beth.
Byrnes' kiss. He Instituted an invesfive years ago after a severe spe.1
ithe music one of the Little Rock paIt also happened that fate directed tigation
and
established
beyond
of nausea, she threw up a lizard aim- filers says:
0
t*
(4
"One of the most pleasant the footsteps of
V
Beth Aslefgh tn the doubt that the kisser was the missing
flier to the one her husband brought,Matures of the
belt was the micel- place where the reckless
_
Byrnes was heir to the Dent fortune.
to ehe city today.
- le/Mt music furniphed by Prof. Wil- employed,
and although she scarcely
The queer-locking little creature liam
Morton's
clerk found Byrnes at
Deal's orchestra. Tee latest pop- noticed him,
he tel madly in love work busily
ha's: bre:Siam sevemspots on its body ular music
regretting the $300 kiss
was played with perfect with her
at first sight. He sought aod
uni In itho.pe reeembies the "water time,
broke the news of the $3,000,and the orchestra has proven to he
introdneed. but failed. That 000
Best
Remedy for
dog," which Is qu!re common in some that
legacy to hint. it is no longer necessary to send Byrnes'
intentions were good is cerLIM WitsW All Elle
marts of the county.
Coughs
SUIRMIN
ad
After
that the story of the • $3,out of the city to secure an orchestra tain,
.but fate furthermore ordained '100,000
Dr. Grant and
Colds.
miler physielitne for the swellest
kiss became public property.
that one afternoon while flyrnes was
I bad a severe summer
who haws given the strange ease their
The first thing that Byrnes did after
cold which settled on my
alditgd,
feeling particnlarle merry Immense he
anew:ion are unable to account for
lungs,and I tried various
but none
receiving the first advance from his
Over MOOMeettet bottles of pickles
kinds
cough
rear-Meg,
of
summed to do me
hart
sold
lt
big
bill
of goods, and per- solicitors was
the piesenee rti
:Mares In Mire. Wel eaten meekest in the United States.
none of which did me any
to call on Miss Arleigh
good, tr
ue lass I
good until I fierily tried
haps became he had dined and wined
et Dr.
om
and plead with her to share with him
one bottle of Dr. Dell's
-Tars neney
his customer and taken too much
Pine-Tar-Soucy, which
sae. Very
the fortune she had had the misforrelieved mo at once.
}Iceman
wine, he saw Miss Arieign walking
Plesee accept my tbnnks
tune to bring him.
for this meet enlillible
toward her home
And she, being contrary, like more
remedy. Very reaped-fully, henry Pranks, Da
The combination of a reckless Ir- of her e'ex, refused.
But
Paisak1 fIt., Little Rock,
before
Artazwes.
eibman In Inv. and In wine proved toe Byrnes started for .England
a fortmuch. He saluted Miss Arleigh with night ago h, dmnfided
in some of his
stately gallantry, bowed low, raised friends that he intended
to re;,,,n to
his hat and smiled. She drew hack,,Sy.doey—and that, as inn
as the
atartleds and he, witIont further cere $:1,0'00,000 Meted to stand ready to
mony, proceeded to take her 'in Mis pay $300 each
for all the kisses Miss
arms and kite, her.
Arleigh wonel give him —Cnicago
The three witnesses who saw the Tribune.

Geta Bottle ofCooper's New
Discovery Today and Start
To Get, Well.

W. B McPherson
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DR.
BELL'S
PINE
TAR
' HONEY

ANNOUNCEME
We have closed a contract with
the Fairbanks Morse 4. co. or
the sale of flier!. Mifine and
Stationery Gasoline Engines,

WHY II ARE POOR CONVERSATIONALISTS

In olden times the art of conver- f these great newspaper and petiole
sation reached a much nigher stand- cal days. *hen everybody can
get far
ard than today. because of the com- one or a few coats the news and Inplete revolution that has taken place formation which it 'ass cost thousIn the conditions of civilization. For- ands of dollars to collect, everybody
merly people had no other way of alto behind the morning sheet or Is
oommunkalting
their
thoughts. buried in a book Or magazine. There
Knowledge Of all kinds passed al- Is no longer the need of communimost wiiolle through the spoken cating thought by the spoken word.
wotd. There were no great daily
It is a rare thing to find a polished
newspapers, nn magazines, or per- conversationalist today. So rare is
iodicals of any kind. People were it to hear one speaking exquisite
not In ao much of a harry as they are PInglish, and using aatiperb diction,
today.
that It is tods.?i a luxury.
326-328 South Third St.
The great diectiveries of vast wealth
Old Phone 431-a.
New Phone 743-a In the precious minerals, the new We are net only poor convertotConaliste, bat PP are poor listeners'
world opened up by Inventions and
-1as well. We are too impatient to I
discoverie
discoveri s and the greet impetus to
Inetead of being attentive I
ambition have (hedged all this. In pnd
eager to (Diva Id the glory or the
this lightning express age, In thee,
ilrformation, we have not eareugh re-:
7011111101.Vallimmerri s
.
xi..Z.1110
, at!willows ti me,. w hen 4weyyvd
rem* tee ast,... prostratioti •litir
y has Odd for
inser cf the feberliPA
the talker to Den .qt11.0..i
Nitrous Pro•Ar
ii.
f
tg
"
g
etr
ipsint• Yfutbtui Error*. 0i3t144
17:
rrj
t ,*
°111 litiabill4 the 12111416 t° etteht wealth
'all Vngl" Wer kink' *boat tnipstiontle. perhaps
et
in
minims lead So Consumption end Inseam IgIrten
Lion.
we no longer ease time to re- seep our
watch, play
ara MK rizzl,„74,12:167.36wvor.,,V,itIvrz ordaLtiltelobe:
tattoo with
y, fleet with slellberatfon, and to devil- Our fingers
on a ehreit or table. Mien
SOLD Br ALVST & LIST.
lop Our powers of conversation. Is *boot
as If tva e•ere bored and were

an
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Were sold during the year 1904, on an absolute guarantee. Out of this
vast number of sales money was refunded on only sex bottlm. This
voy..fttion-6 out of 4,000,000—is so exceedingly small that it
hardly makes a ripple in the solid phalanx of satisfied
\7
customers. This is the talpieccdented record of the
%.
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most wonderful cough medicine on the market.
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FOR TIM
BOA ON THE BOTTLE.
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20 cents, 00 cents and 111.00 Bottle,.

moist,by the E. E. SUTHERLAND KOCK CO., Paducah,
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Dr. Bell's Pine -Tar - Honey

gladly furnish prices
and full information on request.
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Paralysis

4

THE PADUCAH 'EVENING SUN.
--THE

asquerader

cannot be cured, but it CAN be pre.
vented. And all who are threatened
should quickly safeguard themselves
against this hopeless half-death. Are
\ DU threatened? In the blood is a
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
certain impurity, known as uric acid.
This impurity is frequently deposited
Author of **The Circle," Etc.
in the walls of the blood vessels until
the arteries become brittle like chalk.
Copyriebt, 1004. by Harper Cs Brothers
When the blood pressure becomes
high, these hardened arteries break,
and the blood rushes out over the
brain. This blood clots, and by
pressure. destroys the action of the
he looked up. "No answer," be said
CHAPTER VI.
brain cells covered by the clot. This
1.I. the next day Chlicote moved mechanically, and to his own ears the
results in paralysis. Fleshy, short,
lu a fever of excitement. Hot relief in his voice sounded harsh and
thick-necked people are most liable,
with trope one moment, cold unnatural.
because their blood usually contains
Exactly aa the clocks chimed 11
with
fever the next, he leashed
more uric acid. You must get rid of
with restless energy into every task Chilcote mounted the stairs to Loder's
that uric •
You must wash every that presented
rooms. But this time there was snore
only to drop It as
unnatural ;race out of your system. speedily. Twiceitself,
of haste than of uneet4tainty in his
during the morning he
Steps, and, reaching the landing, he
Theagent Nature has provided for this drove to the entrance of Clifford's
inn,
very purpe.se is LIFE PLANT. but each time his courage failed him crossed it in a couple of strides and
LIFE PLANT goes all through your and he returned to Grosvenor square to knocked feverishly on the door.
It opened at tepee, and %oder stood
system an:: dissolves every trace of learn that the expected message from
before him.
uric acid surd, :caving the body not Loder had not come,
The occasion was peculiar. For a
only tree ir ,in disease and in perfect It was a wearing condition of mind.
moment, neither spoke: each involunrunning order—but free from the very but at worst it was scarcely more than tarily
looked at the other with new
an exaggeration of what his state had
danger of death itsee •
been for 'months and made but tittle eyes and under changed conditions.
No-matter what the nature of your obvious difference In his bearing
or Each had Resumed a fresh standpoint
complaint is, write your symptom manner.
In the other's thought. The passing
fully to Dr. I. J. Mizer, President o
In the afternoon be took his place in astonishment, the half impersonal cuthe Life Plant Co., Canton, 0. an. the house, bet, though it was his first riosity that had previously tinged their
receive his personal advice frec appearance since his failure of two relationship, was cast aside, never to
Every household should have ot days ago, he drew but small personal be reassumed. In each the other saw
helpful book--COOD HEALTH- notice. When he chose, his manner hiniself-and something snore.
As usual, Loder was the first to recould repel advances with extreme
mailed free to you on request.
?corer himself.

EXCITING TIME
IN COUNCIL BOAR

PAGE SEVEN.

out in force, represented le ',sepal tal-

NEW

ent, and the FaRIMS in the chamber
teed many pergolas drawn by the
it

3UBSCRIBY-1111.

ST. LOUlle AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COIKPANY

List of aew subscribeins added lig
oreT_Verttio tfitenmes...
Lteense laerseter George 4Letin- the East Tealleneee Telephone Caen.
hard read all appileations for retail, pasty today:

FOR

r sNpdE RIVER.

quart and imam and wiroletalle Li2072—Rogers, A., Residence, 16014
• mse.s, and all against which a reBroad street.
Three Licenses Refused And monstrance has been flied were laid
1569—Deivis, Ws.l, Residence, 175
amid e to be voted on separately, end Woodard avenue.
Some Granted Over Protest
ell against which no remonstrseiee 56—Ccoes,
D. A., . Reskience, 747
was filed" were passed collectively..
Sowell Fourth.
Leaves Paducah For Tennev.see River
Protested app:icatiqua were taken 1977—Geag
an, R., Residence, 614
Lower Board Concurs in suggestion up.
Ever?' Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Clay street.
of Mayer for a Building
On motion est Councilman
A. W. WRIGHT,
Master
inspector.
son each eide was allowed five mine
We have in ti's erty over 3,000 sub. EUGENE ROBINSON,
Clerk
utes for argument.
scribers or five times as many as the
This company is not responsible
Pachicee Disteteniee company, 12i3 Independent company; outside the
for invoice charges unless collected
South
'Sheet street. The Rev. Catein city and within the county we have
TAX COLLECTOR To GET MORE.
by the clerk o the boat.
Thompson protested because of the 63 times as many subscribers as the
circulation of indecent literature, Ap- Independent company. Yet it will
plication refused.
place a telephone in your residence
The board of council adjourned
A. Ftwenteall, Thirteenth and ()hay at the same rate the Independent corn EVANSVILLE.
PADUCAH
AND
tast night ttet to o'clock after passim; streets. Lieenee allowed.
pany is supposed - to charge, and proCALA() LINE.
on over 1.40 milboon licenses. There
B. Padgett & eem pasty, 1300 Clay vide in addition, long distance faciliwas a stiff fight made over one amyl- strece. License granted.
(Incorporated)
ties which will enable you to reach
ration, bus what Premised to be a
Theodore Peters, le 44 Breed w-ay fully fifty million people from your
long drawn out meeting wan sleented The Bev, Thompeon cited Peters' eon home.
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
by a resolution lintiting the length viction for seeking without a license in
of speeches. Ocher bueinees before police court. License refused.
Call e00 for termer information
the board was routine.
J. D. Overstreet, 9.00 North Eighth
Cotmolanien Herzog and elheiton street. 'rho Rev, Thompson proteetwere absent.
ed on account of violations of the
(Daffy lEteept Sunday .)
Mayor Yeiser read a condemnation law
Licensee granted.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
of buildings by Fire Chief Wood and
H. H. Evans & company. Twelfth
kasTed
Hopkins, leave Paducah for EvansElectrical inspector W. J. McPherson. and
Trimble streets. The Rev. Thomp
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
The matter was referred.
son stated theft es) per cent of the Book Binding, Bank Work, Lees
Special excursion rate now in efMayor Yeiser recommended that an
an d Lltwerw Work a steletalt•
property owners were against this apfeet
from Paducah to Evansville ansl
ordinance creating the sepaeate office plications
Protests from others, the
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
of "building inspector" be drafted. Rev.
G. W. Banks among them, were
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
The reoommendation was concurred heard.
effect, and of late men had been prone
Licensee refired.
• TIRE LIFE PLANT CO.
"I was expecting you," he said, In'
to draw away from him.
Money deposited on
applitations
CANTON, OPITO
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
D. A. Bailev• Prop.
In one of the lobbies he encountered "Wen't you efrne in?"
A report from Dr. Ed elarley, milk was ordered refunded.
The
words
nimoRt
were
the same as
Fraide surrounded by a group of
nd meat inepeotor, wee filed. It
Count Oman Clean-dell lodged a coin Mrs, Cbugwater—Josiah, thus pa- friends. With
Lateen Paducah for Cairo and way
his usual furtive baste his eord of the nieht before, but his stated that the pure mirk is
betng plaint against the bad condition of Newest
per says "municipal ownership is an he wouhl have passed On, but moving voice had a different ring, just as his
landings at 8 a. ne sharpe, daily, exbest
and
hotel
in
the
gity
sold.
Nineteenth street from Broadway to
iguis fatuus." What is an ignis fat- away from his party the old man ac- face elites he drew back into the
Rates $2 oo, Two large aampl• cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
John Goilently, near the Union deroom
had
different
a
expression
-a
costed
him,
Guthrie avenue. The traction comlie
was always courteously
uus?"
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
suggestion of decision and energy that pot, and- Oscar Den k er, 1044 KenBath rooms.
Rlectril and return, with or
pany is putting' let a new track on rooms,
Mr. Ohugsvater—That's so plain particular in his treatment of Chileote, had
witaout meals
been
lacking
before.
Chileote
tucky
avenue,
withdrew
apr(ications
as the husband of his ward and godthis streO, and the mud, except be- lignts. The only centrally locabt and room. Good music and table unthat anybody ought to know whet it
caught
difference
the
as
crossed
he
child.
M' coffee house licenses.
tween Broadway and Kentucky- ave- hotel in the city.
surpassed .
means at first sight. "Ignis" means
"Better, Chik-ote," he said, holding the thresbeld, and for a pare second
A pettitimom for a rebel.' of $64)
nue, netnews the street impiankbie.
the fire. "Fatuus" is fat. The fat is out his hand.
For further Information apply to
a flicker of something like jealousy
Ciewercial
htroutiro
At the sound of the low,
cenee from Hummel Bros. was re- The matter
was referred for imme'S A Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
in the flre."—Chieago Tribune.
rather formal tones so characteristic touched hint, but the sensation was fereed.
diate r
iGiven Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
of the old statesman, a hundred memo- fleeting.
Men who live in the valleys get
Mayor Yener presented a map and
"I have to thauk you," he said, holdCcitPclit man Weiliam soo corn l)ia.ined
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Cos. office.
Many a man too poor to own any ries rose to Chileote's mind, a hundred
greatest enjoyment from
mountain
ing out his hand. He was too well dedication of latoom
and
Paxson of teash ?being dumped at Second and
Both phone- No. 33.
linen often gees three sheets 4n th'i hones distasteful in the living and unbearable in the recollection, and with bred to show by a hint that he under- streets in leittleville, with a prayer Monroe !sheets, end the board of
wind.
theirs the new flash of hope, the new stood theeirep in the other's principles, that the city grade and gravel them. health watt instructed
to look after it.
possibility of freedom. In a sudden but Loder broke down the artifice.
Er.00m street is the old "Pool, road"
Engineer Washington euated that a
"Let's
•
straight
be
each
with
other,
rush
of confidence he turned to his
Ignorance of the law excuses no
which residonote 'have been destritg to detiele mep had to be made for sewer
since everybody else has to be deceivleader.
one, not even a lawyer.
have
graded and graveled for four district Nc 2 before the estimates
"1 believe I've found a remedy for ed." he said. taking the other's hand.
my nerves," he said. "I-I believe I'm "You have nothing to thank we for, pears. The Kentucky Realty com- could be made otit. He suggested
going to be a new man." He laughed and you know it. It's a touch of the pany made the dedication. The mat- appropriating $2541 to an. abstractor
old Adam. You temoted me, and I ter was referred to the street commit- to secure data for the map.
With a touch of excitement.
The recFraide pressed his fingers kindly. fell." He laughed, but below the laughi tee to bring in an ordinance for tbse o ni me ncharion carried.
Eircscekport, III.
ran
note
something
a
of
like
triumph"That is right." he said. "That is right.
Improvements .at once.
Rates $1 a Day.
Enmities 0 1
I called at Grosvenor square this morn- the curious triumph of a man who has
Mayor •Yeisecr recommended paving
Cse a :Afar! KOD0b after your
art J. A. Lachlan Prspriersts.
ing, but Eve told me your likens of the known the tyranny of strengths and
and stuttering with concrete Fourth meals
ane it wri be found to afford
other day was not serious. She was switienly appreciates the freedom of a
street tram Okay street to Trimble a prompt and efficient
very busy this morning. She could weakness.
relief. KODOT.
"You fully realize the thing you have street. The committee was ordered nearly
only spare nit' a quarter of an bone
approximates tne digestive
proposed?"
added
he
ha
different
a
to bring in sueh an ordinance.
She is indefatigable over the social side
Juices. It digests what you eat. It is
of your prospects. Cbtleote. You owe tone- It's not too late to retract.even
The repOrt od,YDressinaar
Moe sold on a. guaranteed
relief plan.
now."
her a large debt. A popular wife
ian, complied by _Auditor Kirkland,
Sold here by Lang Bros.
Chileote opened his lips, paused, then
means a great deal to a politician."
showing a ba,
..ance in Use treasury of
The steady eyes of his companion dis- toughed in imitation of his companion,
$9,647.50 Januar"- U. was feed
hat the laugh Rounded forced.
Way of the Indian Fakeer.
torted Chileote.
Ordinances.
"Ily deer fellow," lie said at last, "I
He drew away his hand.
The fakeer started. said went I
Ordinates-es proleibeeng hucksters work
never retract."
"Eve is unique," he said vaguely.
scraping together before aim
from stealing traits or .other articles little
"Never?"
Fraide smiled. "That is right." lid
heap of dirt and gravel. This
"No." e
said again. "Admiration is too 'newly
on Jefferson street, Broadway and
done, his impudence suddenly appar"Then the bargain's sealed."
excluded from modern marriages."
Kentucky avenue and Side screets be- ent
in his miserable countenance, be
Loder walked slowly across tile room
And with a courteous excuse he retween Sepal and First streets. fleet
held up toward me, with a flourish, a
and,
taking
joined his friends.
up hie position by the manIt was dinner time before Chileote telpiece, looked at his companion. The Passage. Rule suepended and second shriveled mango.
could desert the house, but tne moment similarity between them as they faced reading given.
I got up.
Ordinance increasing the commisdeparture was possible he hurried to each other seemed abnormal, defying
House wiring, electric plants installed.
"Can he do the role trick at all?"
SMALL AS A PILL
Grosvenor square.
even the closest serntine. And yet, 80 sion of 'rack tax eoffector from 14)
I
asked
bitterly
of
Meoneseaml
.
That
EASIER TO TAKE
Complete machine shop.
As he entered the house the hall mysterious is nature even in her lapses, per cent to 25. per cent, fleet passage.
wretched fellow wriggled in emberTwo doses give relief, and one bee was empty. He
swore irritably under they were subtly, indefinably different. Rule suspended and second needing
122-134
N.Pourth St.
Phonon 757
rasement.
will cure any ordinary case of Kid- his breath and pressed the nearest Chileote was Yoder deprived of one esgiven.
"Sahli," hly whined, "he he says he
neY or bladder trouble. Removes bell.. Since his momentary exaltation sential: Leder. Chileote with that esA petition asking that a portion of have
forgotten feces rope."
Gravel, cures Diabetes.
Seminal in F'raide's presence his spirits had sential bestowed. The difference lay 'the
Armour property on the river
steadily
neither
feature.
fallen
in
eoloring
until
In
in
now
nor
they
hung
"Gel him one."
at
Emissions, Weak and Latbae Back,
height. hut in that baffling, illusive front between Bnoadwaiy and Ken"Ah, Sahli, he, must use .hees owu."
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of the lowest ebb.
An he waited In unconcealed impa- Inner illumination that some call indi- thcky avenue be condemned for
"It is worth 24)0 rupees to You."
the Kidneys and Bladder in
both tienfes for an answer to his summons viduality and others sent
veharf space was referred' to the street
"Ah,
Sah'b, I am a varee poor
men and women. Sold at 50 cents he eatight sight of his man Allsopp
Something of this idea, misted and 'teammate° with
at
inetructions to take man!"
per box en the no cure no pay basis the head of the shies.
tangled by nervous imagination. crossaction at once.
"Oan he cut off the boy's heed and
"Come here!" be called, pleased to ed Chileote's mind in that moment of
by 7
8
eVeerson's Drug store, Fontes'
Licenses.
scrutiny,
some
but
find
be
shrank
from
one
apprestick it on again?"
it
upon
whom
to
rent
his
and roadway, vole agent for Padupplk.-ations for liquor license were
hensively.
"Mu, Sith'h, es would not he Permit
cah, or sent by mail upon receipt of Irritation. 'Tins that wire come for
me"
"I -I came to discuss details." he taken up. The council. chamber was by the pceise.... But be can
take
odes by Lark Medicine Co.. Louie
need
well
"No, sir. I Inquired five minutes said quickly. crossing the space that
with persona fighting oFere
toothpicks out of
bees eYetedis!
rift. K.
back."
divided him from his host. "Shall
coffee house Heehaws, prominent Look!
Look!
"Inquire again."
we
Are your- He paused un- among them being
the ROT. Calvin "Send hint away," I said in dry de"Yes, sir." Alisopp disappeared.
easily.
Thompson, pastor of the Fleet Baospair, and went in with my young
A second later after his disappear
"I'm entirely in your hands." feeler list (Roach.
The saloon men were tellow-coun
Mace
the
1*11
of the hall doer 'whizzed spoke with abrupt decision. Moving to
trymen.
THE LUNG
We left the
_e
loudly.
the table, he indleated a chair and
greatest fakeer in ?Mist squatting in
chilcote startc4. All sodden Founds, drew another forward for himself.
the gravel in each hand a toothpick
like all strong lights, affected him He
Both men sat down.
WITH
freshly extracted' from a staring eyehalf moves1 to the door, then stopped
Chilcote leaned forward, resting elball.—Steptien French WeItmen
ti
himself sviih'e Short exclamation. At bows on the Nene.- eerbere will be sev"The
Fakeers," In the Outing Muguthe game instant Alleopp reappeared.
eral things to consider," be began ner
(Incorporated.)
ZinS for .10,nuary
ONSUMPTION
Chileote filmed on hem exeltedly.
vously, looking Heroes at the other.
Pries
312-11S Inmerry, lid NASIVIllE
and
60c as $1.00
"Whit the devil's the meaning of
"Quite so." Loder glanced back ap27 Collette's in 15 State" POSITIONS ma
OLDS
Fres Trial.
this?" hIrsaid. "A battery of servants pteviatively. "I thought about those bared or money RRFUNDYD Also teach my
Plies of people have PEPR. Whv
NAIL
C.ataiorae wet seavisce eos
the
in
(ease
things
and
nobody
the
better
to
part
open
the
last
of
night.
To ffysuoisou'e TRY 01012. WI or Hod ha
Surest ...ad Quic.kest Cure for all
for suffer from plies when you can use smommIllb.
begin with, I must study your baud - astalogve
THROAT and LUNG TROUT-, hall door'"
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Raze!
Allosopp looked embarrassed. "Crap- writing. I guarantee to get it right, but
LB, or MONEY BACK.
Salve and get relief. Nothing else no
ham liteetenteg directly. sir. He only it will take a month."
good. Beware of Imitations. See that
left tee-hall to aelt Jeffries""A nventh:"
the name is stamped on each hoz.
Chileote turned. "Confound ('rap
"Well, perhaps three weeks. We
MEN AND WOWS
17.. Big GI for anaatura
ham!" be exclaimed. :Go and open mustn't make a mess at
Sold by Lang Bros.
d,...hargeo,tollosomot(oa.
chileote shifted his limittlon.
trrItattoss or ulreratiot• the door yourself."
of moral. su•snbraser
Allsopp hesitated, his dignity strug"Three weeks:" he repeated. "Couldn't
"Tell its what It is that crawls on
Palatal,. and mot sad)
gling with his obedience. As he wait- you?"lost or pokseraaria.
it's *omen" said the teacher as
bold by Deasorloia.
ed the hell mounded again.
"No, I couldn't." Loder spoke aurre mot ia plaits "Pram,
she pointed to the serpent on the
"Did ymi hear me" Checote said.
by *sore's proosill,_
thoritatively. "I might never want to
1111.4a .43 t $51..12,
3
blackboard.
"Yes.
ale"
Allsopp
crossed
the
hall.
put
pen
paper:
to
but,
on the other
•
"Snakes and motorists." replied
As the door was opened Cblicote hand.I might bare to sign a check one
panted' his houtdkerehlet from one day." He laughed. "Hare you ever
.11e little bey whose father owns an
bend to the other In •the'lension of thought of that- that I might have to,
automobile which often breaks down.
hope end tear, then as the sound of or want to, mien a check?"
—Chicago News.
1118 own name in the shrill tones of n
Gold Shell Crowns
$8.50
(To
be
OneetnamilL)
telegraph boy reached -hie (sera he let
”111.•Ine talon yoar mew
Gold Fillings
"O
imam" for
$1.00 op
All headache* go
Ihre. ,n—sehs ul bnloa ea rely eir.
the handkerchief drop to the ground.
of sMoolaeb
aaaaa rh
'5 01 a WO
Wrien
nr realm. i•
yelt grow wiser
Silver
A Dentin took the yellow envelope and
Willie
Fillings
I • n,
S
wailed
• r r.r their womiterfol Poillifotit(911.
and
75s
VI/hinte
wheez**v.,
so.ealled resaisdlltai
carried It to his master.
And learn to nevi
er!. while
hot
Wintry
srall and I 0,,4 that easearotg
winds
Plates
Partial
whined
roller*
$5.00
fl,••,4` 111
•,ny than all th• (*bort I bore sate.
"A telegram. sir," be said. "And the weirdly. 'Virility*
An "Early Riser."
..rorod n *,
,shr
wriggfed while WinAll work guaranteed.
M•reer St., Jolley CY/. X.J. boy wishes to know if Mae; is an anDe Witte' Little Early Risen, safe,
tee wheeled wretchedly. Wisdom
swer." Picking up Chileote's hendkersure plITIC
15eat For
chief. he turned aside with elaborate whispers wint,er winds wtrrk wheezLang Tires.
Out this coupon out and bring
e.. Wharefare we write, "Use KenneThe BOwels,
dignity.
you,
is
worth
it
$1,00.
it
with
dy's
'neatly@
Congh
Syrup."
hands were so unsteady
Nothing
Tate Is s jolly old melee In our
Each person is limited to one
that be could scarcely, Insert his fin- else so good. Sold by Lang Pros,
eolith he fife not out with roeseeolorcoupon for each job of plate or
ger under the flap of the envelope
Tearing off e corner, he wrenched the,
bridge -work only. Until aft* ed shears and we ate optimists. Sud!elm pa red-to real
eilvering apart and etncothed out the
denly he declaim for our soul to we
ApIrl 1, 'of.
kindneap, IhrAs out, just as a (Leflimsy pink paper.
Clearly we Prafd to weer the bine gosh
mont,
The
message was ,very simple, congrows AIM when placed next
*sr rhstfeRt. Potent Ta.W13
glee of tiespilitelbr a whIle.—New Or.
/4t8 Mon, mikes' or grip*, 1/1e,
gaed-leg of but seven words:
to a stewing rose.
4,
la alt. he **nolo.'AM.t via
Irian*
Pleaynne,
ftalltaniaadlo e•re or r. • t ”1, • •4
Shall oxesoot you at 11 tonight
Lng Fternee,
or N.Y. sv
1•01egit.
TN MI( tsien-Apo
used to
DE:IrTIAT
Chtlettenity sa introdtited 111 P*.
He road It two or three times, then
in 160
pan in 1519.
ItIstli sad Broathrei,

STWEI CUR

Henry Mammen, Jr
ti ilia mid isstacky.

NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS,ILL.

•
.

CITY TRANSFER CO

Oak Dale Hotel

•

Now located at

C3ila.uber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of hauling

TELEPHONE 499

LARKS

KIDNEY
GLOBES

Foreman Bros. iNovelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.

•

I

TO LET

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

KILL"'COUCH
URE

Dr.King's
New Discove

FOR

DRAUGHON'S

COUGHS

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

o To its PER CENT ADVANCE

ON ALL GAS STOVES

e

Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,

DYSPEPSIA

After Present Stock is Sold

ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will he sold at 1906 prices until
March 1st

BUY NOW
THE

Dr. King Brooks

ANNUAL SALE,TEN MILLION BOXES

n..tn d

8,

vatammat

Paducah Light

Power Co.
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

PROVIDENT CO.
IS INCORPORATED
Papers Are Rea

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5.

Special Values in Children's Department
Wednesday-Morning at 10 O'clock

Ready

For Business
Paducah's Flest Life Insurance (misWILl °pea Headquarters
Soon.

2.98

For any $5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00 Child's Suit
the house. Ages 2 1-2 to 17 years. Nothing reserv in
ed

$2.98

ABLY the most sensational sale of the season is this special in the Children's
pROB
Department
which commences Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock. Absolutely
nothing is rese

IN THE TRUEHEARIT BUILDING

rved. You
have free pick and choice of any $5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00 Chil
d's Suit in the store for $2.98. This
is merely another of the radical steps which we are taking in orde
r to clear out completely our
entire stock of this season's goods in order to make room for spri
ng goods which are arfiving daily.
There will be a crowd, so come early and get the choice.

The Provident Casualty association has received its incorporation
papers from Frankfort, and is now
ready to begin business. The officers
of the company are Char:es E. Jennings, pres.dent: D. H. Hughes, vice
president; John D. Smith. secretary;
H. C. Overbey, treasurer; J. T.
Hughes, medical director; C. K.
Wheeler and W. A. Berry. attorneys,
F. B. May supervisor; R. E. Bayliss,
inspector.

SPECIAL IN CHILDREN'S WAISTS
All 50c and 75c Blouse Waists, ages 4 to 6
years, white and fancy Madras, only
one to a customer, for

29c

All Boys' Shirt Waists, mostly fancy patterns,
ages 4 to 9, Mother's Friend and Puritan makes, only one to a customer, for

e-,9

This is the first insurance company ever organized In Paducah. The
officers are all local men, and from
the indications attending the organi
zation they have great faith in the
ultimate success of the compel
:1)%
The company is a fraternal associ
ation and:al-4 iessie-betillie said -aertdent policies, and a'so life insura
nce
policies. For the present, most of the
energies will be centered In
the
hertIth and,accident field, the life insurance being incidental
to the
health and accident. It is the intention to convert the company, nowev
er, into aa old line life insur
ance MAKES LIMIT TWO $1.98 HATS.
company, when it has accumulate
d
sufficient surplus.
experiences of any wrecking crew .0
Missouri Legislature Propcses Check
this section of the country. Last ev"We believe we shall he very sucou Women's Ihtpciaiitures.
ening while crossing the bridge at
cessful with our company." said
Jefferson City, Fab. 5.---RepresentMr.
Cairo a freight car axle broke and
C. E. Jennings, the president, "and. ative Norfilett. of Morga
n county oess HE RAE NOTHING TO DO WITH
if we are It will mean a great
the ear was derailed. This was just
BOGUS PRAYER CHAIN
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has a suit pending gains* them
your local paper. R. M. Hull, SecTile price of land in the district
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LAWRENCE DENIES 'Growth of Moose Jaw Outlined in Anti.

cle That Sheds Light on West Canada
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SAM -few-tute- Alte)4 _Jaye),
ou 4tesid cototiteA miee
401, eaniAamy.

One more nice chair will help the looks
' f your parlor, or your sitting room, for
ou know one can never have too many
chairs. We have them from the cheapest
to the best, and rugs, too, -- WIly our
prices on rugs appear ridiculous---they are
so cheap, All the new styles are now in.
Let us clothe your parlqr and sitting
room.

Yours truly,

54PA
31)OF
R
OM
NY
EVERYTh ING

To F0104_40_ Itit_

112.114.116 North Fourth St., Paducah, K

Elkins, W. Va.,'Feb. 5.—e A third
mine exult:Nam in Wait Virginia within two weeks occurred today at the
Davis Coal and Coke company mine
No: 23, at Thomas, near here, and
2; or 30 miners are said to have been
killed.
A relieuing party recovered the bodies of Ma foreigners and one AmeriBefore further prosprevis coutd
can
be made a deday wave of poisonoviz
filmes enveloped the rescuing party
slid one of them. Daniel. done., mane
bow, died frow suffocation.
There'
rto Possible 'hope that the
men still in the mine are alive While
t hie elate ;timber of entombed men
is not known el this time. the number is estimated at about 3-0' and It is
tbodillfd -11114 Pblg there are
more.
Too Swift on Wall Street.
New York. Feb. 5.--Howard P.
Frothinghem. who while delirious
from nervous breakdown. jumped
from tne second story of his home In
West Seventy-seventh street, Teeterday, died just before
midnight.
The death was not reported to the
police until today, when the coroner
instituted an investigation. Nervous
strain due to recent revereeeitn Well
street is believed to have canned the
despondency Which reignited in the
deed.
PACP

last

limPloramot Nmeenatoro in. Germany
is at Gotha. The number' of Oodles
burned In lt host year ma 446, an
Increase of 46 over 1106.

Wednesday Shirt Special
Don't Fail to Attend

$1.00, $1.50, $2.06 and $2.50
Manhattan and Emery Shirts

58c
Blanket,Comfort and fur
Sales
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY

E. Guthrie & Co.
322.34 Broadway.

This Special Shirt Sale for Wednesday is one of unusual interest. It spells
ECONOMY in big black letters. One
hundred and fifty dozen stiff bosom
Manhattan and Emery Shirts, usually
sold from $1.00 to $2.50, during this
sale for 58c. Conveniently arranged
in the Shirt Department on our third
floor, a host of neat, refined patt
erns
and all sizes from 14 to 18 1-2. Don
't
miss this chance, for 58c is a mighty
small price for such values.
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